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Executive Summary
Ukraine has concluded bilateral agreements with a series of EU MS on various levels. So
Ministries, Research Organizations (mainly Academy of Science) as well as Universities
signed MoU’s or various kinds of bilateral agreements.
Agreements on Cooperation in Science and Technology are presented between the
Government of Ukraine and the Governments of following countries: Austria, Bulgaria, Czech
Republic, Croatia, Estonia, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Macedonia, Moldova, Poland, Romania and Slovenia.
A number of framework agreements were reported between research institutes like CNRS or
Universities (e.g. Montpellier and University Lorraine) with Ukrainian Universities and
Institutes of the National Academy of Science of Ukraine (NASU). These could be reported by
our French partner CNRS because CNRS provides a central overview about these
international MoU’s of their Institutes which is not often the case in other EU-MS. For
example the HRK in Germany does not provide this kind of information centrally.
Particularly bilateral agreements for cooperation in education and research have been
signed between Romanian and Ukrainian entities. Some of that kind of agreements is
designed to be renewed after some years (2 to 5 years interval).
Bilateral calls are published between Ukraine and the following countries: Austria, Czech
Republic, France, Germany, Lithuanian, Poland, Rumania and Slovenia. Different Universities
and Research Institutes are involved. Germany stands out because of its high budget
compared to the other European countries and because of the trilateral call of the
Volkswagen Foundation for joint research projects for scientists from Ukraine, Germany and
Russia.
In addition to EU Exchange Programmes (Erasmus +/ Marie Sklodowska-Curie Actions etc.)
further programmes in various EU MS were reported. Again Germany and also Romania is
very visible and strongly engaged in building bridges with different types of exchange
mechanisms.
This exercise shows that many EU-MS prepare the ground for deepening the cooperation
with Ukraine with the help of respective S&T agreements. But only a few EU-MS were able
to realize the next step of concrete action e.g. to launch bilateral calls (mobility and research
projects). At the moment it is hard to decide if the reason is only the limited budget (in UA
and/or EU-MS) or the very often missing counterpart in Ukraine which is legally confirmed
and able to develop a trustful and sustainable partnership. For example the National
Research Foundation recommended by PSF report still has to be implemented in Ukraine.
This example makes clear that currently MESU is designing and implementing basic
structural entities and transparent processes and there is a certain demand to support that
endeavour. But most EU-MS don’t provide this kind of structural support. Only a few
countries meet this structural challenge by financing respective projects in the framework of
bilateral activities. Beneath Estonia mainly Germany focuses on structural support with e.g.
projects to “design adapted evaluation procedures for NASU on institutional level” and
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beyond. But still more bilateral support via exchanging best practices for research
management, internationalisation and quality assurance is needed.
On the other hand in future Ukraine needs to evaluate the overview of the existing support
measures from EU-MS, bilateral support mechanisms, as well as to identify concrete
support activities which are helpful for ongoing structural implementation processes and
to formulate specific demands which meet the recommendations of the Policy Review of
the EU (PSF).
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Introduction
The following report was prepared in the context of the RI-LINKS2UA-Project on the base of
a questionnaire distributed to all project partners to get a better idea about bilateral
support actions between EU MS to Ukraine. All partners were asked to further distribute
the questionnaire to cooperating actors in the field of R&I in their own countries and further
EU member state countries. This kind of information gathering of course is not able to
require completeness, but for the next versions we will elaborate the questionnaire on
existing experiences and widen the target group.
The idea behind this activity was to identify strong partners in Ukraine and the EU-MS on
different levels (Ministries, Funding organisations, Research organisations, Academies,
Universities, etc.) and their kind of support activities to Ukraine.
This should be a helpful base for the Joint S&T Cooperation Committee (JSTCC) to avoid
doubling, to identify thematically or methodological gaps which have to be bridged, to
create synergies between strong bilateral networks and hence for further decisions on new
and constructive initiatives.
According to the response from EU-MS to this questionnaire this report is structured by
contributing countries and reflects those support-categories where the country was/is
active:
1. Bilateral agreements and/or strategic papers (for STI-Cooperation, Internationalisation
etc.)
2. Joint funding of research projects, bilateral calls
3. Exchange programmes / mobility programmes
4. Strengthening institutions and good governance (structural projects/political dialogue and
advice)
5. Technical support (e.g. access to infrastructure, joint labs)
6. Promotion of national science in Ukraine or the other way around / networking events
7. Political advice (e.g) peer reviews
8. Others
For the categories “Training Measurements” and “Innovation Support” we have not received
any input from the target group.
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Austria
The Scientific and Technological Cooperation (Wissenschaftlich-Technische Zusammenarbeit
- WTZ) is based on inter-governmental agreements regarding cooperation in the fields of
science and technology. In Austria this program is financed by the Federal Ministry of
Science and Research (BMWF).
With the aim to intensify the international scientific cooperation of Austrian scientists with
scientists from their partner countries mobility costs are financed within the framework of
bilateral, trilateral and multilateral scientific cooperation projects. A specific scientific
cooperation project, where scientists from their respective partner countries cooperate and
basic financing is guaranteed, has to be submitted bilaterally, trilaterally or multilaterally.
The Agreement on S&T cooperation between the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine and
Government of Austria was concluded on 6 June 2003 to contribute to scientific
advancement in both countries by funding researches’ mobility in the frame of joint research
projects in fields like high energy physics, ecology, biotechnology, information and
communications technologies, nanophysics and nanotechnologies, humanities and social
sciences. Another Agreement on Scientific Cooperation between NASU and the Austrian
Academy of Sciences concluded in 2015 with renewing every 5 years.
Another bilateral call for joint proposals was published in early 2014 with the deadline in
June 2014 and projects to be supported 2015-2016. The broad thematic priorities targeted
include natural sciences, biotechnology research, ICT research, nanophysics and
nanotechnology and high-energy physics. Consequentially, in the years 2015 and 2016
bilateral calls took place.
The BMWF enables research visits to Austria through different organizations about 2 calls
per year.
Bilateral agreements / strategic papers (for STI- Cooperation, Internationalization, etc.)




Agreement on Scientific and Technical Cooperation between the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine and the Government of the Republic of Austria (concluded in Kiev, on 6th
June 2003 , continuously): To contribute to scientific advancement in both countries
by funding researchers’ mobility in the frame of joint research projects in specified
research fields( High Energy Physics, Ecology, Biotechnology, Information and
Communications Technologies, Nanophysics and Nanotechnologies, Humanities and
Social Sciences); to provide an opportunity for young researchers in the two
countries to meet and interact; to support the advancement of basic research; to
contribute to research capacity development.
Agreement on Scientific Cooperation between NASU and Austrian Academy of
Sciences (since 2012, with renewing every 5 years): Joint research projects;
researchers exchange support
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Joint Funding


Bilateral calls: 2014 (Budget: 35.650€),2015 (Budget: 80.000€), 2016 (80.000€), 2017
(57.050€)

Exchange Programs










Franz Werfel Fellowship for young university teachers of German language and
Austrian literature: the Austrian Federal Ministry of Science, Research and Economy
(BMWFW) to enable research visits to Austria (2 calls per year)
Ernst Mach Grant – worldwide: the Austrian Federal Ministry of Science, Research
and Economy (BMWFW) to enable research visits to Austria (2 calls per year)
Scholarship of the Scholarship Foundation of the Republic of Austria for Post-docs:
Financed by the scholarship Foundation of the Republic of Austria this grant program
for Postdocs is intended for descendants of forced labourers and nationals of
countries that suffered particularly from the NS regime. Students and researchers
can apply for a research period in Austria. Eligible for application are postdocs who
are working as researchers at a university or research institution outside Austria (2
calls per year)
Scholarship of the Scholarship Foundation of the Republic of Austria for
Undergraduates, Graduates and Postgraduates: Financed by the sholarship
Foundation of the Republic of Austria this grant program for Postdocs is intended for
descendants of forced labourers and nationals of countries that suffered particularly
from the NS regime. Students and researchers can apply for a research period in
Austria. Eligible for application are postdocs who are working as researchers at a
university or research institution outside Austria (2 calls per year)
Marietta Blau Grant: financial support for six- to twelve-months study periods
abroad for doctoral or PhD students (2 calls per year)
Richard Plaschka Grant: the grant program is financed by the Austrian Federal
Ministry of Science, Research and Economy (BMWFW) to enable research visits to
Austria (2 calls per year)

Strengthening institutions and good governance/structural projects/political advice


Erasmus+ Capacity Building in Higher Education: Cooperation scheme financed by the
European Commission in the framework of the Erasmus+ Programme. Projects are to
be designed in order to contribute towards the institutional and systemic capacity
building of Higher Education in Erasmus+ partner countries worldwide (one call per
year)
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Bulgaria
S&T cooperation between Ukraine and Bulgaria is based on the Government Agreement on
Cultural and S&T Cooperation (1992). Especially topics like information and communication
technologies (including bio- and nanotechnologies for life sciences, pharmacy and protection
of the environment), new materials and technologies and energy efficiency are important for
S&T cooperation.
In 2016 approved joint bilateral projects on Scientific Cooperation between NASU and
Bulgarian NAS.
Bilateral agreements / strategic papers (for STI- Cooperation, Internationalisation, etc.)




Governmental Agreement on Cultural and S&T Cooperation between Ukraine and
Bulgaria: information and communication technologies, new materials and
technologies (including bio- and nanotechnologies for life sciences, pharmacy,
protection of the environment) and energy efficiency.
Agreement on Scientific Cooperation between NASU and Bulgarian NAS (Since 2016
with renewing every 3 years): Joint bilateral research projects are approved by biannual protocol; researchers exchange support.

Czech Republic
In 2000 the Agreement of Scientific Cooperation between NASU Academy of Science and
the Czech NAS were legislated. It examines joint research projects and researchers exchange
support and will be renewed every 5 years.

Croatia
The Agreement on Scientific Cooperation between NASU and Croatian Academy of Sciences
and Arts exists since 2009 with renewing every 3 years, mostly to support exchange of
researchers (mobility).
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Estonia
Bilateral agreements / strategic papers (for STI- Cooperation, Internationalisation, etc.)
The Agreement on Scientific Cooperation between NASU and Estonian NAS since 2000 with
renewing every 5 years reflects researchers exchange through short-term grants.
Strengthening institutions and good governance/structural projects/political advice
In 2010 to 2017 Estonia have about 148 bilateral projects, where nearly 10 projects are
reflecting science, research or innovation issues:
The projects aim to support Ukraine's various R&D structures in European integration
activities to increase the capacity of Ukrainian researchers, innovative entrepreneurs, and
R&D administrators in engagement in the Horizon 2020 programme as an equal partner.
In order to enhance the capability and experience of the project target groups (NCPs of the
Horizon 2020, the Horizon 2020 programme committee members and experts, R&D
administrators), specific activities for each target group are envisaged (trainings, twinning,
training visits).
In parallel, the Ukrainian side is provided with the possibility to present their strengths and
ideas in a number of events (IGLO seminar in Brussels, R&D cooperation seminar, Horizon
2020 conference in Estonia). For better implementation of the best practices, meetings are
planned for the field specialists (research information system, the creation of the Brussels
office, marketing of the research, etc.).

France
Bilateral agreements / strategic papers (for STI- Cooperation, Internationalisation, etc.)
The S&T cooperation between France and Ukraine has a long tradition. It is based on the
Ukraine-France Agreement on cultural and S&T Cooperation of 1993.









Ukraine-France Agreement on cultural and S&T Cooperation.
CNRS: Framework agreement for cooperation with NASU (Since 1993, renewed in
2004).
CNRS and the State Fund for Fundamental Research (SFFR) from 2007
A specific agreement between CNRS, NASU, and SFFR. This specific agreement was
signed in 2009 and renewed in 2012.
University Montpellier with:
o Karazin Kharkiv National University (2014- 2019)
o Double Degree, Kharkiv National University of Economics (2014-2017)
University Lorraine: National Technical University of Ukraine 'Kyiv Polytechnic
Institute' (2014- 2019)- MoU.
ANSES: State Scientific Research Control Institute of Veterinary Preparations and
Feed Additives (SCIVP) (since 2013) Framework agreement for cooperation in the
field of veterinary medicine.
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In France, the National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS), which is under the
responsibility of the Ministry of Higher Education and Research, is the main player. CNRS is
the core of French fundamental research. Its research agenda covers the whole range of
science. In 2010, 273 French-Ukrainian joint publications were released. 220 (80%) of them
were arranged by the CNRS. The focus of CNRS in the collaboration with the Ukraine lies
particularly on physics and chemistry. In 2012, 157 CNRS’ missions to Ukraine took part. For
the CNRS staff, Ukraine takes up the 22nd place in Europe regarding the exchange of staff to
other European countries.
The French-Ukrainian cooperation is structured along three different kinds of instruments.
Firstly, there are several international networks (GDRI) with Ukraine or Ukrainian
participation, for example in the field of space and urban networks, geosciences, human
pathology and molecular chemistry. Additionally, an International Associated Lab has been
established, the LIA LICS dealing with electronics, acoustics and fluidics.
Joint Funding
The Hubert Curien Partnerships (PHC) are part of the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs’
support policy to international scientific and technologic exchanges. Dnipro is the francoukrainian PHC. It is implemented with the support of the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
the Ministry of Higher Education and Research in France and the Ministry of Education and
Research in Ukraine:
DNIPRO (2017- 2018)
o Electric Vehicles with/for Electric Grids - CNRS - UMR 6174 (SDV), France/
National Mining University, Ukraine
o Functionally-improved chalcohalide glass -ceramics for advanced
OPTOTELECOM applications - University RENNES 1, France/ Lviv Sci.&Res. Inst.
of Materials, Dep. Analytical Research and Novel Technologies, Ukraine
o Traitement intelligent de grandes masses de données avec application aux
images multicomposantes issues de télédétection – University of Rennes 1,
France/ National Aerospace University named after N.Ye. Jukovskiy, Ukraine
o Novel Josephson junctions with resonance-percolation charge transport for
superconducting quantum devices used in applications in the information and
communication technologies field - University of Savoie , France/
G.V.Kurdyumov Institute for Metal Physics, Ukraine
o Investigation of neutrino and weak interaction in double beta decay of 100Mo
- CNRS - UMR 8609, France/ National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,
Ukraine
o Characterization of the nonlinear optical properties of harmonic
nanoparticles: impact of size, shape and interface state - University Savoie
Mont Blanc , France/ Institute of Physics NASU, Ukraine
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o Risk Analysis of hepatitis E virus spreading among the population of pigs
infected with the virus PRRSV in Ukraine - ANSES, France/ Institute of
experimental and Clinical veterinary Medicine, Ukraine
o Dopage de matériaux oxides pour des applications photoniques - CEA, France/
National Academy of Sciences, Ukraine
o Système innovant d'adaptation tactile des documents numériques en
éléments tactiles pour personnes à besoins spécifiques - University Paris 8 ,
France/ National Technical University of Ukraine
o Creating sulfur-containing derivatives of carbocyclic and heterocyclic systems
- potential antithrombotic agents - Aix Marseille University / National
University “Lviv Polytechnic”, Ukraine
Exchange Programs
Another vibrant part of the collaboration is the instrument of International Programs for
Scientific Cooperation (PICS). They are non-renewable three-year projects that particularly
foster the cooperation with NASU-institutes. Adding up to this instrument there are bilateral
exchanges between CNRS and NASU.
Technical support (e.g. access to infrastructure, joint labs)
IDEATE: Instrumentation Developments for Experiments at Accelerator facilities and
accelerating Techniques (2015-2018): To support the joint Ukrainian -France projects in all
fields related to the NASU and CNRS activity
Political advice (e.g) peer reviews


DNIPRO: Grants to support the mobility of researchers and suppot scientific and
technological exchange (2017-2018)

Others


CNRS: International Projects for Scientific Cooperation (PICS) aim at supporting joint
research projects carried out by two teams, one from CNRS and one from Ukraine
that have already established links through joint publications or student training
programs. It is a unilateral tool.
o The emergence of symbolically mediated behavior in Eastern Europe / Laboratory
“ la Préhistoire à l'Actuel : Culture, Environment and Anthropology “ , CNRS,
UMR5199, and the Institute of Archaeology (NASU)- 2015-2017
o Inorganic single crystal fibers for the next generation of high energy physics
detectors/Institute Lumière Matière, UMR5306 - the Institute for Scintillation
Materials (NASU)- 2015-2017
o Isomonodromic deformations and conformal field theory / Laboratory of
mathematics and theoretical physics, UMR7350 and the Institute of theoretical
physics (NASU)- 2015-2017
o Interplay between phospholipid signalling and hormone signalling in plants /
Institute of ecology and environmental sciences of Paris, UMR 7618 and the
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Department of Molecular Mechanisms of Cell Metabolism Regulation (NASU)2016-2018
o Development of Cd-based scintillating bolometers to search for neutrinoless
double beta decay of 116Cd / Centre of Nuclear and Material Sciences, UMR8609
and the Lepton Physics Department Kiev Institute of Nuclear Physics (NASU)2016-2018
o Ab initio simulations of structural and dynamic features of complex and molecular
fluids of geophysical interest / Laboratory “ Processus d'Activation Sélectif par
Transfert d'Energie Uni-électronique ou Radiatif”, UMR 8640 and the Institute for
Condensed Matter Physics (NASU)- 2016-2018
o Connecting length scales in friction: the onset of sliding / Laboratory ED34, UMR
5513 et the Institute of Physics (NASU)- 2016-2018


International Associated Laboratories (LIA) lay the bases of cooperation around a
joint research project, mostly between one or several French team(s) and a
Ukrainian team. They sometimes foreshadow the creation of an International Joint
Unit:
o Instrumentation Developments for Experiments at Accelerator facilities and
accelerating Techniques (IDEATE) / Parters : CNRS, CEA, University Paris Sud,
the Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, the National Academy of
Sciences of Ukraine , the V.N. Karazin Kharkiv National University, the State
Foundation for Fundamental Research of Ukraine- Created on the 1st of January
2015
o Matériaux polymères thermostables nanoporeux (POLYNANOPOR)/ Partners :
CNRS, University Paris-Est CreteiL Val de Marne ; University Claude Bernard Lyon
1, Institute of National Applied Sciences Lyon, University Jean Monnet, the
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (NASU)- Created on the 1st of January
2018



International Research Networks (GDRI) allow teams from two or more countries to
meet and exchange on a joint scientific thematic/subject.
o European Ultra Relativistic Energies Agreement (EUREA)/ Partners : CNRS, Ecole
des Mines of Nantes (France), University of Nantes (France), Warsaw University of
technology (Poland), the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (Russia), the
Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics (Russia), Russian Foundation
for basic research (Russia), the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine , the
State Foundation for Fundamental Research of Ukraine- Created on the 1st of
January 2005
o GDRI Geosciences-Sud Caucase / Partners: CNRS, University of Nice Sophia
Antipolis, University of Montpellier 2 Sciences et Techniques, Unversity of Rennes
1, University Pierre and Marie Curie, University Lille 1, Institute of Research for
development (France), the State Committee of Science of Republic of Armenia ,
the National Academy of Science of Republic of Armenia , the Institute of
Geological Sciences (NAS-RA, Armenia), the Azerbaïdjan National Academy of
Sciences, the University of Baku, the Shota Rustaveli National Fondation
(Georgia), the Nodia Institute of Geophysics (Georgia), the Janelidze Institute of
Geology (Georgia)- Created on the 1st of January 2010
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•

French National Institute of Health and Medical Research (INSERM):
o Bilateral cooperation on Ion Channels and prostate cancer: partner organization:
NASU
o Anticancer effects of silicon nanoparticles: partner organization: Taras
Shevchenko University

Germany
Bilateral agreements / strategic papers (for STI- Cooperation, Internationalisation, etc.)
Cooperation between Germany and Ukraine is based on the intergovernmental agreement
on scientific and technological cooperation, which was concluded between the Federal
Republic of Germany and the USSR and came into force in 1987, and on the “Joint
Declaration of the Federal Ministry of Research and Technology of the Federal Republic of
Germany and the State Committee for Science and Technology of Ukraine on Scientific and
Technological Relations”, which was signed in 1993. The Ukrainian-German Working Group
on S&T Cooperation was established at its 1st meeting in Bonn in 1997, its most recent 11th
meeting took place in July 2016 in Berlin.
The Ukrainian partner of the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research
(Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung, BMBF) at government level are, since July
2010, have been both the State Agency for Science, Innovation and Information and the
Ministry of Education and Science of the Ukraine.




Memorandum of Understanding on jointly providing funding for collaborations in
science, technology and innovation between BMBF and MESU: nanoscience,
nanotechnologies, materials and new production technologies, environment, energy
efficiency, biotechnology and health.
Agreement on Scientific Cooperation between NAS of Ukraine and German Research
Foundation (DFG) (since 1995 with renewing every 5 years): To carry out joint
projects, support researchers and information exchange, held the conferences. Letter
of Intent of 2009 (standing open call): Framework for bilateral funding between DFG
and Partner-Organization.
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Joint Funding
In 2009, BMBF and MESU signed a Memorandum of Understanding on jointly providing
funding for collaborations in science, technology and innovation (from the German side
mainly mobility support) on the basis of regular calls for proposals on both sides. The first
calls of this kind were open in 2009 and 2012, resulting in 30 projects, respectively, in the
fields of nanosciences, nanotechnologies, materials and new production technologies,
environment, energy efficiency, biotechnology and health were supported. The recent
bilateral call from 2016 supports 6 structural and 6 research projects.



Bilateral Calls MES & BMBF: 2009 (380.000 €) 2012 (350.000 €) 2016 (400.000 €):
beneath research projects in 2016 also structural projects are funded
Volkswagen Foundation: Trilateral Partnerships – Cooperation Projects between
Scholars and Scientists from Ukraine, Russia and Germany (2016): 39 research
projects up to 250.000 € each are funded with topics from Biosciences, Social
Sciences and Humanities, Mathematics, Informatics, Technical and Natural Sciences
(total 8.6 Mio €)

Exchange Programs
The German Academic Exchange Service (Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst,
DAAD), supporting the international exchange of students and scholars and the
internationalisation of German universities, runs an Information Centre in Kiev.
The German Research Foundation (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, DFG) and the SFFR
support research projects based on joint calls. NASU is also a partner of DFG since 1995.
The Alexander von Humboldt Foundation (AvH) promotes academic cooperation between
excellent scientists and scholars from abroad and from Germany mainly by research
fellowships and research awards for coming to Germany to work on a research project
together with a host and collaborative partner in Germany. There are 26,000 Humboldt
Foundation alumni worldwide - the Humboldtians, with more than 180 from Ukraine. The
Humboldt Club Ukraine in Kiev exists since 1997, keeping contact to the Foundation and to
Germany, also acquainting young researchers in Ukraine with the German research
landscape.
With its existing programmes, the Max Planck Society (Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, MPG)
supports also Ukrainian science. As of mid-2013, it funded 12 cooperation projects with
Ukraine and was host for 100 young or guest scientists from Ukraine.
In February 2014, 184 formalized cooperation relationships existed between German and
Ukrainian
Universities.
In
1998,
the
German
Rectors‘
Conference
(Hochschulrektorenkonferenz, HRK) signed a German-Ukrainian agreement on university
cooperation with the association of rectors of Ukrainian universities, which is currently being
updated for renewing probably in 2014.
The Georg Forster Research Fellowship Programme, Feodor Lynen Research Fellowship
Programme, the Award Programmes (Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel Research Award,
Fraunhofer-Bessel research Award) and the Anneliese-Marie Research Award supports also
Ukraine science.
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German Research Foundation (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, DFG)
German Academic Exchange Service (Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst,
DAAD) (continuously) : Cooperation programms for German HEis with Ukraine
(Budget: ca. 900.000 EUR); Individual scholarships for German and Ukrainian
students, graduates, doctoral students, postdocs (Budget: 800.000 EUR)
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation (AvH) (continuously- in the years 2011 to 2015,
81 applications were received and 16 were approved ) (Budget: 2650-3150 EUR)
Max Planck Society (Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, MPG)
Georg Forster Research Fellowship Programme (continuously) (2650-3150 EUR)
Feodor Lynen Research Fellowship Programme (continuously) (Budget: 2000 EUR)
Award Programmes (Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel Research Award, Fraunhofer-Bessel
research Award) (continuously) (Budget: 45.000 EUR)
Award Programmes (Georg Forster Research Award, Humboldt Research Award)
(continuously) (Budget:60.000 EUR)
Anneliese-Marie Research Award (continuously) (Budget: 250. 000 EUR)

Strengthening institutions and good governance/structural projects/political advice









Ministerial conference on 13th July 2016 in Berlin: German-Ukrainian Dialogue:
Perspectives on Education and Science - topics: Highlights – Current Dimension –
Prospects / Modern Quality Management as an Expression of Autonomy in Higher
Education / Joint funding of Research and Evaluation Procedures in a dynamic
Environment / Challenges for Internationalization in the European Research and
Higher Education Area / Science networks as motor for bilateral cooperation –
Exchange of Experiences
Regular interministerial exchange of information regarding joint S&T-activities –
topics: Status and development of the science and technology sphere in both
countries / strategic developments / design and management of Ukrainian-German
joint research projects calls (2009, 2012, 2016) / Objectives and expectations of the
bilateral cooperation / Preparation and implementation of EU projects / discussion
on European and multilateral cooperation
Developing an evaluation model for the National Academy of Science of Ukraine
(NASU) organized by BMBF (2015-2016) - Experts from NASU presented the status of
the new evaluation procedure on the base of the “Leibnizmodel” / Round table
discussions with experts from German scientific organisations about specific
questions of evaluation procedures: Alexander von Humboldt Foundation (AvH),
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG), Fraunhofer Association (FhG), Helmholtz
Association (HGF), Leibniz Association (WGL), Max Planck Society (MPG) / German
Council of Science and Humanities (WR
Current challenges in the field of research and education in Ukrainian universities
financed by BMBF and organised by HKR (2015 -2016)
German-Ukrainian jurisprudential Dialogue supported by BMBF and organised by
Univ. of Göttingen and TSU (2014-2015) – topics: History and presence of the
europeanization of the legal system of the Ukraine / Lessons learnt from comparable
transformation processes / „White Paper“ on the Reform of the jurisprudential
education / Discussion of specific objectives and implementation steps at University
level / Establishing working groups on specific areas of administrative law
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The East-West Dialogue of the DAAD to support democracy in the Ukraine. The aim
of the programme is to promote dialogue and understanding, conflict research and
development of concepts and instruments with regards to conflict resolution and
conflict prevention in Ukraine, support of good governance, rule of law, minoring
rights, gender.
DFG (German Research Foundation): In presentations on conferences or delegationvisits in Ukraine or Germany information on work and structure of DFG, bestpractice, as an independent science-funding organisation.

Technical support (e.g. access to infrastructure, joint labs)


Alexander
von
Humboldt
Foundation:
equipment subsidies (as part of alumni sponsorship opportunities); book donations
(as part of alumni sponsorship opportunities); printing subsidies (as part of alumni
sponsorship opportunities): for books publishing research results directly linked to
grants provided by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation

Promotion of national science in Ukraine or the other way around / networking events





Gate Germany (since 1996): HE and Research Marketing
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation: Humboldt-Kollegs (as part of alumni
sponsorship opportunities): regional or specialist conferences, strengthening regional
and interdisciplinary networking of Humboldtians, promotion of the Humboldt
Foundation's programmes and activities; Humboldt Alumni Award for Innovative
Networking Initiatives: support initiatives, not covered by the Foundation's existing
sponsorship and alumni programmes, and to promote academic and cultural
relations between Germany and the Humboldt Alumni's own countries and
strengthen their collaboration in the respective regions
German Research Foundation (DFG): 1.+2.10.2015, Kiev: "GRANT 2015. International
Science & Practical Conference. Granting of Research and New Technologies." DFG
was co-organizer (main organizer: SFFR): Discussing of international experience
(funding organisations, mainly from GUS-States) concerning grant funding of science;
28.+29.1.2016, Berlin: "Networking Event. German-Ukrainian Academic Cooperation:
Best Practice, Challenges & Opportunities: to provide a broad platform for
information and best-practice exchange. Network opportunities for recent AvH and
DAAD fellows, DFG German-Ukrainian project-partners; 25.10.2016, Bonn:
"Delegation Ukraine to the Federal Republic of Germany, 23-29 October 2016,
organized by DAAD": Presentation of DFG with the focus of Review Process and Good
Scientific Practice.

Greece
The S&T Cooperation between Greece and Ukraine is based on the agreement between the
Government of Ukraine and the Government of Greek Republic on cooperation in the fields
of education, science and culture.
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Hungary
Bilateral agreements / strategic papers (for STI- Cooperation, Internationalisation, etc.)






Agreement between the Government of Ukraine and the Government of Hungary on
Cooperation in Science and Technology: health, biotechnologies, ecology, agriculture,
material sciences.
Agreement on Scientific Cooperation between NASU and Hungarian NAS (since 2003
till denisation with bi-annual protocol resigning): To carry out joint research projects
approved by bi-annual protocol; researchers exchange support by additional
protocol.
Bilateral agreement between the Ukraine and Hungary on R&D cooperation: Joint
R&D projects; exchange between specialists; organisation of joint conferences,
workshops, exhibitions; exchange of S&T information and documentation; collective
use of S&T infrastructure; creation of joint S&T centres (since 1995 continously)

Joint Funding
To support the joint Ukrainian -Hungarian projects in all fields related to the NASU and HAS
activity mobility was funded.


Cross-border innovation network for technology transfer (CONTENT): 2013-2015
(Budget: 264 317,19€)

Italy
Cooperation between the Government of Ukraine and the Government of Italy is based on
an Agreement in the fields of Education, Science and Culture. Since 2005 exists an
agreement for Scientific Cooperation between NASU and the National Research Council of
Italy.
To provide the support to internalization if Italian companies on the Ukrainian market, the
Italian Chamber of Commerce provided conventional activities continuously.
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Latvia
The Agreement on Scientific Cooperation between NASU and Latvian NAS exists since
1998, mostly to support exchange short-term.

Lithuania
Bilateral agreements / strategic papers (for STI- Cooperation, Internationalisation, etc.)
The S&T cooperation between Ukraine and Lithuania is based on the Agreement on
Cooperation in the fields of Education, Science and Culture, between the Government of
Ukraine and the Government of Lithuanian Republic of August 1993 and the Agreement on
Cooperation in the fields of Education and Science between the Ministry of Education and
Science of Ukraine and Ministry of Education and Science of Lithuania (2003).
The Lithuanian-Ukrainian Cooperation Programme in the Fields of Research and
Technologies aims to stimulate and develop bilateral cooperation between Lithuania and
Ukraine in the area of research and development. The Programme is approved every five
years.
Joint Funding
In year 2014-2016 every year Lithuanian supported bilateral calls.
Exchange Programs
The Lithuanian Programme provides funding for mobility visits (no longer than 1 month),
seminars and other research events as well as preparation of collaborative research papers.
Researchers or their groups, research institutions are eligible to apply for funding. The
Programme is co-funded by both participating countries.

Macedonia
Cooperation between NASU and the Academy of Sciences and Arts of Macedonia is based
on the Agreement from 1997 to facilitate cooperation between Ukrainian and Macedonian
researchers in the area of Humanities: execution of joint projects approved by protocol, joint
editorial activity, co-organising conferences, researchers exchange support.
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Moldova
Bilateral agreements / strategic papers (for STI- Cooperation, Internationalisation, etc.)
The Agreement on Scientific Cooperation between NASU and NAS of Moldova exists since
1996, mostly to support joint research projects.
Joint Funding
The 5th meeting of the bilateral Ukrainian-Moldavian working group on cooperation in
science and technology took place in July 2013 in Chisinau. It approved 6 bilateral projects
were approved for 2014-2015 in the areas of new materials, organic and medical chemistry,
information and communication technologies, energy and energy efficiency, and protection
of the environment. In addition, the Moldavian side initiated a meeting on problems of the
Dniestr basin. With Moldova being associated to the European Framework Programmes
from January 2012, both sides emphasized the importance of the joint participation in
Horizon 2020. Furthermore, SASII signed an STC programme with the Moldovan Academy of
Sciences.

Poland
Bilateral agreements / strategic papers (for STI- Cooperation, Internationalisation, etc.)
The Scientific and Technological Cooperation between Poland and Ukraine is based on intergovernmental agreement regarding cooperation in the field of science and technology. The
agreement defines specific areas in which scientific potential on the bilateral level can be
used most effectively. This agreement was concluded on the governmental level with the
corresponding ministries. In addition the bilateral agreement has been concluded by the
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine with the Polish Academy of Sciences in 1997 and
the Polish Academy of Arts and Sciences in 2006.



Agreement on S&T Cooperation signed by the Government of Ukraine and the
Government of the Republic of Poland.
Agreement on Scientific Cooperation between NASU and Polish NAS (since 1997 with
renewing every 5 years automatically): To support joint research projects approved
by bi-annual protocol; researchers exchange support, activity of join labs.

Joint Funding
There were joint research projects under the Protocol to the Agreement on scientific
cooperation between the Polish Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine for (2015 – 2017).)
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Romania
Bilateral agreements / strategic papers (for STI- Cooperation, Internationalisation, etc.)
During the third meeting of the Ukrainian-Romanian joint committee for scientific-technical
cooperation in June 2013 SASII and the Ministry of National Education of Romania
established a bilateral programme on cooperation in science and technologies. Bilateral
agreement for cooperation in education and research exists with:







Agreement on S&T Cooperation between the Government of Ukraine and
Government of Romania.
Agreement on Scientific Cooperation between NASU and Romanian NAS (Since 2006
with renewing every 3 years): To support joint research projects approved by biannual protocol; researchers exchange support.
'Joint Operational Programme Romania – Ukraine: The Ro - Ua 2014 - 2020 supports
the promotion of economic and social development by addressing common
challenges in the environment, public health, safety and security and seeks to
promote the mobility of people, goods and capital in the regions on both sides of
common borders (2014-2020)
Bilateral agreement for cooperation in education and research with National
University “Iurii Fedkovici”, Cernăuți (CHNU) (2013-2016), Higher Educational
Institution of Ukoopspilka "Potlova University of Economics and Trade" (2011-2016),
Kyiv National University of Trade and Economics (2011-2016), Mariupol State
University (2012-2016), Maritime National University, Odessa (2012-2016), Odessa
State Academy of Civil Engineering and Architecture (since 2009), Vinnytsia National
Agrarian University (since 2016).

Joint Funding
A call for joint Ukrainian-Romanian projects to be realized in 2014- 2015 was published in
August 2013 with the following thematic priorities: health care and life science, agrarian
science, food safety, new materials and technologies, biotechnologies, information and
communication technologies, laser physics. Other projects were realized in 2016-2017
(Development of “Y2O3:Yb3+” polycrystalline laser material for microchip lasers by ceramic
engineering)
The 'Joint Operational Programme Romania – Ukraine supports the promotion of economic
and social development by addressing common challenges in the environment, public
health, safety and security and seeks to promote the mobility of people, goods and capital in
the regions on both sides of common borders (2014-2020)
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Slovenia
Bilateral agreements / strategic papers (for STI- Cooperation, Internationalisation, etc.)
The S&T Cooperation between Ukraine and Slovenia is based on the Agreement between the
Government of the Republic of Slovenia and the Government of Ukraine on cultural,
educational and scientific cooperation, signed on May 12, 1997 and the Working Programme
on Scientific and Technological Cooperation between the Slovenian and the Ukrainian
Government for 2002-2005, signed in 2002 and amended in 2004.
Joint Funding
Every two years both countries announced a call for proposals for joint research projects and
joint committee meetings approved bilateral research projects. Till the end of 2012 there
were several joint committee meetings which approved bilateral research projects.


Bilateral calls: 2014 (Budget: 280 000 UAH), 2015 (Budget: 235 800 UAH), 2016 (270
000 UAH)
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